The process includes controlling the amount of sulfur that needs to be removed from the catalyst before regeneration.

**FIG. 1**

**Title:** PROCESS FOR MANAGING SULFUR ON CATALYST IN A LIGHT PARAFFIN DEHYDROGENATION PROCESS

**Abstract:** A process is presented for the management of sulfur on a catalyst. The catalyst is a dehydrogenation catalyst, and sulfur accumulates during the dehydrogenation process. Sulfur compounds are stripped from the spent catalyst and the catalyst is cooled before the regeneration process. The process includes controlling the amount of sulfur that needs to be removed from the catalyst before regeneration.
PROCESS FOR MANAGING SULFUR ON CATALYST IN A LIGHT PARAFFIN DEHYDROGENATION PROCESS

STATEMENT OF PRIORITY

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Application No. 62/436929 which was filed December 20, 2016, the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to dehydrogenation processes, and in particular to the regeneration of catalysts used in dehydrogenation processes.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Light olefins can be produced through the dehydrogenation of light paraffins. The dehydrogenation of paraffins is performed in a catalytic process where a hydrocarbon stream comprising paraffins is contacted with a dehydrogenation catalyst in a reactor under dehydrogenation conditions to generate a light olefin product stream. The catalyst used in this process includes a catalytic metal on a support. The catalytic metal generally comprises a noble metal, such as platinum or palladium. The dehydrogenation process involves many reactions during the dehydrogenation process, the catalyst is slowly deactivated through the reaction process. One of the contributors to the deactivation is the generation of coke on the catalyst. The catalyst therefore, needs to be periodically regenerated to remain useful in the dehydrogenation process. Due to the high temperatures required for the production of light olefins in the dehydrogenation reactors, a low level of 3/4 S must be maintained in the reactor section to prevent the formation of metal-catalyzed coke. In the case of light paraffin dehydrogenation the sulfur level is controlled by directly injecting a sulfur containing compound such as dimethyl disulfide into the reactor section with the hydrocarbon feed.

Sulfur is known to passivate metal surfaces thus preventing metal catalyzed coke formation. The sulfur can be carried into the regenerator by catalyst and over time impact the catalyst performance. This control and regeneration of a catalyst is important for the lifespan of the catalyst and its usefulness in a catalytic process.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention provides for improved sulfur management in a dehydrogenation reactor system. Sulfur is used for passivation of the metal surfaces to limit metal catalyzed coking. However, sulfur accumulates on the catalyst from sulfur in the feed to the reactors. In some embodiments, the process includes managing the sulfur by removal of the sulfur from spent catalyst by passing the spent catalyst to a sulfur stripping vessel. The sulfur stripping vessel has hot hydrogen gas passed to remove sulfur compounds from the spent catalyst to generate a stripped catalyst stream. The stripped catalyst stream is passed to a cooling section wherein a cooling gas is passed over the catalyst. The catalyst is cooled before sending the stripped catalyst to a regeneration unit. The stripped catalyst is passed to the regeneration unit, and the catalyst is regenerated. The regenerated catalyst is returned to the dehydrogenation reactor system via the reduction zone. In the reduction zone, the regenerated catalyst is contacted with hydrogen to reduce the catalytic metals which are oxidized in the regenerator.

[0005] Other objects, advantages and applications of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art from the following detailed description and drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] Figure 1 illustrates water injection to the reactors;
[0007] Figure 2 illustrates water injection to the stripper; and
[0008] Figure 3 illustrates the effects of water injection to the stripper and the reactor.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Catalysts are very sensitive to poisons. Catalysts are very expensive, and among the most expensive items in a petrochemical plant. Poisons can accelerate the deactivation of the catalyst, and in some instances the deactivation is sufficient to require catalyst replacement. The controlling of the levels of catalyst poisons in a process can lead to increased catalyst life and improved productivity while generating catalyst savings. In particular, dehydrogenation catalysts that incorporate platinum (Pt) for the active metal component are sensitive to sulfur. While platinum is referred to in the description, it is intended that any platinum group metal can be included in this description. Sulfur is a cause
for the accelerated deactivation of dehydrogenation catalysts used in paraffin dehydrogenation, and in particular for platinum based catalysts. However, sulfur is also used to passivate the metal surfaces to limit the metal catalyzed coking. The balance of passivation versus deactivation is important to maintain the useful catalyst life. During the dehydrogenation process, a small amount of sulfur is injected for passivation purposes. The sulfur will build up over time, and will have a significant sulfur concentration on the catalyst which can be as high as 0.1 wt% to 1 wt% on the spent catalyst, or more commonly in the range of 0.1 wt% to 0.5 wt%. Consequently sulfur also needs to be removed to limit the amount of sulfur in the regenerator, reduction zone, and entering the reaction zone.

[0010] In a normal process, the catalyst is continuously circulated between the dehydrogenation reactor and the regenerator. The catalyst accumulates coke during the dehydrogenation process and the regenerator burns off the coke and the platinum is re-dispersed over the catalyst surface. Platinum re-dispersion is commonly carried out using a process referred to as oxy-chlorination, wherein the catalyst is contacted with a halogen containing gas at elevated temperatures. The halogen is usually chlorine. The sulfur that is present on the catalyst entering the regenerator is converted from sulfides to sulfates in the bum zone of the regenerator. It has been found that more severe conditions, i.e. higher temperatures and longer residence times, are required to strip sulfate from the catalyst as compared to sulfide using the same hydrogen rich stripping gas. It is therefore desirable to strip sulfur from the catalyst prior to oxygen exposure in the regenerator section where it is converted from sulfide to sulfate. The catalyst exiting the bum zone, and the platinum re-dispersion zone, have been observed to have sulfates present on the catalyst, and to have a surface enrichment of sulfur. This sulfur has also been observed to displace chlorides leading to skewed sulfur profiles and correlating to skewed chloride profiles. There is further evidence that the sulfur contributes to the migration of platinum on the catalyst surface by creating an energy gradient during platinum re-dispersion. This bulk migration leads to platinum migration and accelerated deactivation of the catalyst.

[0011] The process often includes contacting the spent catalyst, prior to passing the catalyst to the regenerator, with a reduction zone effluent gas to adsorb chloride stripped from the catalyst in the reduction zone. This reduces the chloride load on the downstream chloride treater and increases the chloride treater adsorbent bed life.
The sulfur that remains on the regenerated catalyst as the catalyst is lifted to the reduction zone is in the form of a sulfate and can be present in a relatively high concentration, ranging from 0.05 wt% to 1 wt% of the catalyst, or more commonly in the range from 0.05 wt% to 0.5 wt%. The sulfate can be reduced to a sulfide and then stopped off the catalyst with hydrogen if the catalyst is heated to an elevated temperature for a sufficient time. One problem with this process is that in the reduction zone, a substantial amount of water and hydrogen sulfide (H₂S) is generated. The water, when present in relatively high concentrations, contributes to platinum agglomeration, and the agglomeration reduces the activity of the catalyst. The water, when present in relatively high concentrations, may also impact the interaction of Pt with other catalytic components of the catalyst, adversely impacting the catalyst performance by decreasing activity or increasing side reactions such as coking.

The elevated H₂S concentration in the reduction zone effluent may further degrade the catalyst if it is contacted with the spent catalyst to adsorb HCl that is liberated in the chlorination zone by further increasing the sulfur passed to the regenerator with the catalyst. The problems associated with stripping the sulfate from the catalyst in the reactor section are equally undesirable. One consequence is the potential for a local increase in H₂S and water concentrations which can accelerate corrosion of process equipment and the accumulation of tramp, or undesirable stray, metals on the catalyst. In addition, the water generated by the reduction of sulfate can increase the chloride loss, and therefore increase the chloride concentration in the reactor effluent. This shortens the chloride treater life.

Sulfur is a necessary component of the feedstock, and the sulfur on the catalyst cannot be removed or reduced through simply eliminating the sulfur injection. Sulfur management is important for a long catalyst life. The present invention seeks to improve the sulfur management and avoids the problems associated with high sulfur concentrations in the regenerator and the reduction zone by stripping the sulfur from the spent catalyst before passing the spent catalyst to the regenerator. In some embodiments, the process comprises passing the spent catalyst to a sulfur stripping vessel. However, in some embodiments there is no stripper after the last reactor. In the embodiments with a stripper, a hydrogen rich gas stream is passed to the stripping vessel at an elevated temperature to contact the catalyst and strip sulfur and sulfur compounds from the catalyst, to generate a stripped spent catalyst.
stream. The stripped spent catalyst stream is passed to a catalyst cooler to cool the catalyst. The catalyst cooler has a cooled gas passed over the catalyst to reduce the temperature of the catalyst before passing the spent catalyst to the regenerator. The stripped spent catalyst stream is passed to the regenerator and a regenerated catalyst stream is generated. The regenerated catalyst is returned to the dehydrogenation reactor via the reduction zone. The reduction zone returns any metal on the catalyst to its metallic state.

[0015] The spent catalyst is stripped with a heated hydrogen rich gas stream, where the temperature is at least 150°C, with a preferred temperature greater than 250°C, and a more preferred temperature greater than 300°C. The hydrogen rich stripping gas will contain greater than 50 mol% hydrogen, preferably greater than 80 mol% hydrogen, and more preferably greater than 90 mol% hydrogen. In general, it has been found that for 30 minutes residence time in the sulfur stripping zone, 30% of the sulfide is removed at 150°C, and 85% of the sulfide is removed at 250°C. Increasing the temperature of the gas or the residence time further increases the extent of sulfur removal. The preferred conditions are to have the catalyst reside in the sulfur stripping vessel as a sufficiently high temperature to reduce and remove at least 90% of the sulfur from the catalyst. The residence time in the stripping vessel is related to the temperature for stripping, where as the stripping temperature is increased, the residence time can be reduced. After stripping the catalyst for a sufficient time in the sulfur stripping vessel, the catalyst is passed to a catalyst cooling unit. The catalyst is typically cooled to a temperature less than 200°C to protect downstream catalyst handling equipment. Preferably, the catalyst is cooled to a temperature between 100°C and 150°C.

[0016] While the stripping and cooling can be performed with different vessels, combining the sections into a single vessel allows for better material handling and reduces the number of process vessels that must be purchased and maintained. When retrofitting of existing dehydrogenation processes separate vessels can be used, where an additional vessel or two can be added at the catalyst outlet of the last reactor in the dehydrogenation reactor system.

[0017] In one embodiment, the process includes passing the stripped spent catalyst to a vessel containing a cooling zone, where the catalyst is contacted with the reduction zone effluent. The stripped spent catalyst adsorbs chloride that had been liberated in the reduction zone. While chloride ions are the main halogen ions liberated in this zone, other halogen ions
that might be present can also be adsorbed and removed from the catalyst. The stripped and cooled spent catalyst is then passed to the regenerator along with the adsorbed chloride or alternative halogen.

[0018] The process can be seen in the Figure 1. A dehydrogenation process can comprise a plurality of dehydrogenation reactors, or a single dehydrogenation reactor. The system, and process, utilizes a moving bed reactor system, where catalyst flows through the reactors. The catalyst upon leaving a reactor is collected and passed to a subsequent reactor in a reactor system. The catalyst leaving the last reactor is collected and passed to a regeneration system. The example illustrated in FIG. 1 has four reactors. The feed 10 enters the first reactor 20 to produce a first effluent stream 30. The product stream 30 enters the second reactor 40 to produce the second effluent stream 50. The second product stream 50 enters the third reactor 60 to produce the third effluent stream 70. The third product stream 70 enters the fourth reactor 80 to produce the product stream 90. Water may be injected to each of the four reactors. In one embodiment, water will only be injected in the fourth reactor 80. In another embodiment, water will be injected in all of the four reactors. However, it is also contemplated that water may be injected into any combination of the reactors. Water may be in the form of stream, condensate, demineralized water, or demineralized steam.

[0019] As shown in FIG.2, before passing the catalyst to the regeneration system, the catalyst leaving the last reactor is passed to a catalyst collector 100, which has been modified for pretreatment of the catalyst before passing the catalyst to the regenerator. The catalyst collector 100 is a combination stripping and cooling vessel. The catalyst collector 100 is positioned in fluid communication with the catalyst outlet from the last reactor, and catalyst flows downward through a first stripping section 200, then to a cooling section. Spent catalyst is passed to the vessel through one or more catalyst entry ports 120, and flows to the stripping section 200. A substantially sulfur free hydrogen rich gas is passed through the stripping gas port 220 to the stripping section 200, removing a portion of the sulfur compounds on the spent catalyst. Preferably, the substantially sulfur free hydrogen rich gas has less than 100 ppm by vol. H2S. The stripped catalyst flows to the cooling section. A cooling gas is passed to the cooling section through a cooling gas port, and flows over the catalyst to cool the catalyst. The cooled catalyst is passed out the cooled catalyst port to a catalyst regenerator. The combined stripping gas and cooling zone effluent is passed out of the vessel through a gas
exit port. The catalyst is regenerated in the regenerator and passed back to the first reactor in the dehydrogenation reactor system via the reduction zone. The stripping gas and cooling gas effluents may be combined within the catalyst collector 100 or external to the catalyst collector 100, wherein the vessel includes one or more gas outlets.

[0020] The hot stripping gas can be hydrogen generated by the dehydrogenation process and can be heated to a preferred temperature prior to passing the hot gas to the stripping section 200. In an alternative embodiment, the hot stripping gas can be an effluent gas from the reduction zone if the spent catalyst has been sulfur stripped. The cooling gas may be hydrogen generated by the dehydrogenation process and can be cooled to a preferred temperature prior to passing the cooling gas to the cooling zone. In an alternative embodiment, the cooling gas can be an effluent gas from the reduction zone. The regenerated catalyst is passed to the reduction zone prior to being passed to the dehydrogenation reactors. The purpose of the reduction zone is to reduce the catalytic metal on the catalyst prior to passing the catalyst to the dehydrogenation reactors. Excess halogens may be stripped from the catalyst in the reduction zone. Typically, excess chloride is stripped in the form of HQ. By directing the reduction zone effluent gas to the cooling zone, the chloride may be adsorbed on the stripped spent catalyst.

[0021] In another embodiment, there may be water injection to both the reaction zone and the stripping zone. In this embodiment, the water may be injected to any or all of the reactors in the reaction zone, and then is also injected to the stripper in the stripping zone.

[0022] Optional embodiments include directing the reduction zone effluent to the reactor effluent without contacting the spent catalyst. The effluent gas from the stripping zone and the cooling zone may be directed to the reactor effluent, or to the inlet of any upstream reactor.

EXAMPLES

[0023] The following examples listed in Table 1 are intended to further illustrate the subject embodiments. These illustrations of different embodiments are not meant to limit the claims to the particular details of these examples.

[0024] Figure 3 demonstrates the benefits of the process claimed in this invention. The points on the Y axis demonstrate the percentage of sulfur on the catalyst when there is no
water in the stopper. The sulfur level drops when there is water injected into the reactors. However, the points that move along the X axis demonstrate how the sulfur level decreases as water is injected into the stripper, as well. The sulfur level decreases as more water is injected into the reactors, the stripper, and both the reactors and the stripper.

[0025] Without further elaboration, it is believed that using the preceding description that one skilled in the art can utilize the present invention to its fullest extent and easily ascertain the essential characteristics of this invention, without departing from the spirit and scope thereof, to make various changes and modifications of the invention and to adapt it to various usages and conditions. The preceding preferred specific embodiments are, therefore, to be construed as merely illustrative, and not limiting the remainder of the disclosure in any way whatsoever, and that it is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent arrangements included within the scope of the appended claims. In the foregoing, all temperatures are set forth in degrees Celsius and, all parts and percentages are by weight, unless otherwise indicated.

SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

[0026] While the following is described in conjunction with specific embodiments, it will be understood that this description is intended to illustrate and not limit the scope of the preceding description and the appended claims.

[0027] A first embodiment of the invention is a process for regenerating a spent catalyst from a reactor comprising a. passing the spent catalyst, having sulfur on the catalyst, to a sulfur stripping vessel; b. injecting a water stream into a gas stream; c. passing the hydrogen gas stream to the stripping vessel at an elevated temperature, thereby generating a stripped spent catalyst stream; d. passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and e. returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the gas stream comprises hydrogen. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises stream. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the
water stream comprises condensate. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises demineralized steam or water. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph further comprising passing the stripped spent catalyst stream to a catalyst cooler prior to passing the catalyst to the regenerator. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein at least 50% of the sulfur on the spent catalyst is removed in the sulfur stripping vessel. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the gas is passed at a temperature between 100°C and 200°C. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the gas is passed at a temperature between 100°C and 150°C. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the stripping vessel temperature is at least 150°C. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the stripping vessel temperature is at least 250°C. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the reactor is a dehydrogenation reactor, and the catalyst is a dehydrogenation catalyst.

[0028] A second embodiment of the invention is a process for managing sulfur in a catalytic process comprising a. passing a spent dehydrogenation catalyst stream to a stripping and cooling vessel; b. injecting a water stream into a sulfur free hydrogen rich gas stream; c. passing the hydrogen rich gas to the stripping and cooling vessel, stripping the catalyst of sulfur, thereby generating a stripped spent dehydrogenation catalyst that passes to the cooling section of the stripping and cooling vessel; d. passing a gas to the stripping and cooling vessel to cool the stripped catalyst, thereby generating a cooled catalyst stream; e. passing the cooled catalyst to a regenerator, to generate a regenerated catalyst; and f. passing the regenerated catalyst to a dehydrogenation reactor section. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph.
paragraph wherein at least 50% of the sulfur on the spent catalyst is removed in the sulfur stripping vessel. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph wherein the elevated temperature of the hydrogen gas is at least 300°C. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph wherein the gas is passed at a temperature between 100°C and 200°C.

[0029] A third embodiment of the invention is a process for regenerating a spent catalyst from a reactor comprising: a. passing a first feed stream to a first reactor to produce a first effluent stream; b. passing the first effluent stream to a second reactor to produce a second effluent stream; c. passing the second effluent stream to a third reactor to produce a third effluent stream; d. passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and e. returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph further comprising passing the third effluent stream to a fourth reactor to produce a product stream; passing the spent catalyst from the fourth reactor having sulfur on the catalyst, to a sulfur stripping vessel; passing a hydrogen gas stream to the stripping vessel at an elevated temperature, thereby generating a stripped spent catalyst stream; passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph further comprising a water stream that is injected into the inlet of any of the reactors. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the spent catalyst stream passes from the last reactor to a sulfur stripping vessel. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises steam. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises condensate. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises demmeraiized steam or water. An embodiment of the
invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph further comprising passing the stripped spent catalyst stream to a catalyst cooler prior to passing the catalyst to the regenerator. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein at least 50% of the sulfur on the spent catalyst is removed in the sulfur stripping vessel. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the stripping vessel temperature is at least 150°C. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the stripping vessel temperature is at least 250°C. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the halogen removed is chloride.

[0030] A fourth embodiment of the invention is a process for regenerating a spent catalyst from a reactor comprising a. passing a first feed stream and a first water stream to a first reactor to produce a first effluent stream; b. passing the first effluent product stream and a second water stream to a second reactor to produce a second effluent stream; c. passing the second effluent stream and a third water stream to a third reactor to produce a third effluent stream; d. passing the third effluent stream and a fourth water stream to a fourth reactor to product a product stream; e. passing the spent catalyst from the fourth reactor having sulfur on the catalyst, to a sulfur stripping vessel; f. passing a hydrogen gas stream to the stripping vessel at an elevated temperature, thereby generating a stripped spent catalyst stream; g. passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and h. returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises stream. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises condensate. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this
paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises demineralized steam or water. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph further comprising a. passing the stripped spent catalyst to a cooling zone, to generate a cooled spent catalyst and a cooling zone effluent gas; and b. passing the cooled spent catalyst to the regenerator.

[0031] A fifth embodiment of the invention is a process for regenerating a spent catalyst from a reactor comprising a. passing a first feed stream to a first reactor to produce a first effluent stream; b. passing the first effluent stream to a second reactor to produce a second effluent stream; c. passing the second effluent stream to a third reactor to produce a third effluent stream; d. passing the third effluent stream and a water stream to a fourth reactor to product a product stream; e. passing the spent catalyst from the fourth reactor having sulfur on the catalyst, to a sulfur stripping vessel; f. passing a hydrogen gas stream to the stripping vessel at an elevated temperature, thereby generating a stripped spent catalyst stream; g. passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and h. returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the third embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises stream, condensate, or demineralized stream or water.

[0032] A sixth embodiment of the invention is a process for regenerating a spent catalyst from a reactor comprising a. passing a first feed stream to a first reactor to produce a first effluent stream; b. passing the first effluent stream to a second reactor to produce a second effluent stream; c. passing the second effluent stream to a third reactor to produce a third effluent stream; d. passing the third effluent stream to a fourth reactor to product a product stream; e. passing the spent catalyst from the fourth reactor having sulfur on the catalyst, to a sulfur stripping vessel; f. injecting a water stream into a hydrogen gas stream; g. passing a hydrogen gas stream to the stripping vessel at an elevated temperature, thereby generating a stripped spent catalyst stream; h. passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and i. returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph further
comprising a water stream that is injected into the inlet of any of the four reactors. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises stream condensate. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises demineralized steam or water. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph further comprising passing the stripped spent catalyst stream to a catalyst cooler prior to passing the catalyst to the regenerator. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein at least 50% of the sulfur on the spent catalyst is removed in the sulfur stripping vessel. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the stripping vessel temperature is at least 150°C. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the stripping vessel temperature is at least 250°C. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the reduction zone removes halogen compounds from the catalyst. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the first embodiment in this paragraph wherein the halogen removed is chloride.

[0033] A seventh embodiment of the invention is a process for regenerating a spent catalyst from a reactor comprising a. passing a first feed stream and a first water stream to a first reactor to produce a first effluent stream; b. passing the first effluent stream and a second water stream to a second reactor to produce a second effluent stream; c. passing the second effluent stream and a third water stream to a third reactor to produce a third effluent stream; d. passing the third effluent stream and a fourth water stream to a fourth reactor to produce a product stream; e. passing the spent catalyst from the fourth reactor having sulfur on the catalyst, to a sulfur stripping vessel; f. injecting a water stream into a hydrogen gas stream; g. passing a hydrogen gas stream to the stripping vessel at an elevated temperature, thereby
generating a stripped spent catalyst stream; h. passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and i. returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises stream. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises condensate. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises demineralized steam or water. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the second embodiment in this paragraph further comprising a. passing the stripped spent catalyst to a cooling zone, to generate a cooled spent catalyst and a cooling zone effluent gas; and b. passing the cooled spent catalyst to the regenerator.

[0034] An eighth embodiment of the invention is a process for regenerating a spent catalyst from a reactor comprising a. passing a first feed stream to a first reactor to produce a first effluent stream; b. passing the first effluent stream to a second reactor to produce a second effluent stream; c. passing the second effluent stream to a third reactor to produce a third effluent stream; d. passing the spent catalyst from the third reactor having sulfur on the catalyst, to a sulfur stripping vessel; e. passing a hydrogen gas stream to the stripping vessel at an elevated temperature, thereby generating a stripped spent catalyst stream; f. passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and g. returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the third embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises stream.

An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the third embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises condensate. An embodiment of the invention is one, any or all of prior embodiments in this paragraph up through the third embodiment in this paragraph wherein the water stream comprises demineralized steam or water.

[0035] Without further elaboration, it is believed that using the preceding description that one skilled in the art can utilize the present invention to its fullest extent and easily ascertain
the essential characteristics of tins invention, without departing from the spirit and scope thereof, to make various changes and modifications of the invention and to adapt it to various usages and conditions. The preceding preferred specific embodiments are, therefore, to be construed as merely illustrative, and not limiting the remainder of the disclosure in any way whatsoever, and that it is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent arrangements included within the scope of the appended claims. In the foregoing, all temperatures are set forth in degrees Celsius and, all parts and percentages are by weight, unless otherwise indicated.
CLAIMS

1. A process for regenerating a spent catalyst from a reactor comprising:
   a. passing a first feed stream to a first reactor to produce a first effluent stream;
   b. passing the first effluent stream to a second reactor to produce a second effluent stream;
   c. passing the second effluent stream to a third reactor to produce a third effluent stream;
   d. passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and
   e. returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone.

2. The process of claim 1 further comprising passing the third effluent stream to a fourth reactor to produce a product stream; passing the spent catalyst from the fourth reactor having sulfur on the catalyst, to a sulfur stripping vessel; passing a hydrogen gas stream to the stripping vessel at an elevated temperature, thereby generating a stripped spent catalyst stream; passing the spent catalyst stream to a regenerator, thereby generating a regenerated catalyst stream; and returning the regenerated catalyst to the reactor section via the reduction zone.

3. The process of claim 1 further comprising a water stream that is injected into the inlet of any of the reactors.

4. The process of claim 1 wherein the spent catalyst stream passes from the last reactor to a sulfur stripping vessel.

5. The process of claim 3 wherein the water stream comprises stream.

6. The process of claim 3 wherein the water stream comprises condensate.

7. The process of claim 3 wherein the water stream comprises demineralized steam or water.
8. The process of claim 1 further comprising passing the stripped spent catalyst stream to a catalyst cooler prior to passing the catalyst to the regenerator.

9. The process of claim 1 wherein at least 50% of the sulfur on the spent catalyst is removed in the sulfur stripping vessel.

10. The process of claim 1 wherein the stripping vessel temperature is at least 150°C.
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